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     The Historical Research Center was founded in 1988.  The Historical Research Center 
has the most extensive facility of its kind in the world, with a library of original books 
dating back to the 1600’s, along with reproduced manuscripts and documents from 
even earlier centuries.  Our library includes reference books relating to people in 
history, passenger lists of old sailing ships and immigrant lists, all of which are used to 
do our research and collect information about names and people in history who bore 
those names.   
Many of our books are written in the language particular to the region of origin that 
they cover, and we pride ourselves on the fact that our research historians are chosen 
for their multi-linguistic abilities as well as a degree in History from an accredited 
college or university.  The database contains over 1,000,000 names from over 149 
different countries and cultures, all of which are individually researched from 
documented sources in our own headquarters.  All research is original and the historical 
data included can be proven as authentic by providing the source references. 
 

FAMILY NAME HISTORIES 
 

     Family Name Histories provide; the meaning and origin of the name, the earliest 
date the name was recorded and historical references to the name, notable name 
bearers, the circumstances and date of the introduction of the name to the New World 
and the description of the Blazon of Arms and Crest all of which are presented on a 
parchment certificate authenticated by a Heritage Consultant seal.   
 

                                     The Meaning and Origin of the Name   
      
The study of names and their origin is called ONOMASTICS.  The ancient Indo-
European people, who imposed its language and culture on the greater part of Europe 
and on a large part of Asia, possessed a common name system that has left traces on 
most of the languages of Europe and Western Asia.  Each culture has their own unique 
traditions of developing surnames, however almost all last names were developed by 
the influence of government in its effort to clearly identify individual people for a 
variety of purposes such as taxation or land transfer.   
    
  There are several general origins for surnames.  The most common is occupational 
such as Miller, Baker and Smith.  Others were derived from the place where the person 
lived as in Wood, Hill and Waters.  A third group came from the father, for example 
Richardson was the son of Richard.  Yet another group originated with a characteristic 
or peculiarity of the individual.  A person of small stature may have acquired the name 
Short, Little or Small.  Even animals have given rise to surnames, frequently because the 
person was thought to possess some characteristics associated with that animal.  If a 
person was thought to be cunning or shrewd he may have been called Fox. 
  The Irish surname Moore is an Anglicized form of the Gaelic O’Mordha.  
The prefix “O” signifies “grandson of” or “descendant” and indicates that the name is 
of patronymic origin.  The first name Mordha means “stately” or” noble”. 

 Excerpt from the Moore (Ireland) Family Name History 
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                          The Meaning and Origin of the Name (con’t) 
 
The earliest date the name was recorded and historical references to the name -  
     The keeping of records by Governments or Religious organizations provides a rich 
and exact source for the earliest date a family name can be found.  These records also 
provide a glimpse into the historical background of a particular surname with events 
such as military records and honors, christenings, weddings and funerals. 
  

“One of the earliest references to this name is a record of one Piotr 
Gwiazdowski, a canon at Krakow Cathedral in the year 1617.” 

Excerpt from the Gwiazdowski (Poland) Family Name History 
 
Notable name bearers – 
     The use of a variety of encyclopedic resources from different cultures gives specific 
and accurate information about notable name bearers and to gives added depth to the 
Family Name History. 
 
 “Notable bearers of the surname Sabatelli include Francesco Sabetelli (1803-
1833), a painter, and Giuseppe Sabatelli (1813-1843) also a painter.” 

Excerpt from the Sabatelli (Italy) Family Name History 
 

 The circumstances and date of the introduction of the name to the New World – 
     The use of ship manifests, the rolls of indentured servants, allegiance to Royalty, 
petitions for naturalization, military records and other sources provide this vital 
information.  Not only are these dates mentioned in the Family Name History but also 
the verifiable historical context is included.   
 
 “Among the notable name bearers of this surname was Juan de Acosta, the 
Spanish seaman who accompanied Pizarro on his expedition to Peru in 1531.”  

Excerpt from Acosta (Spain) Family Name History  
 
Description of the Blazon of Arms and Crest – 
     Blazon of Arms and Crests are meticulously recorded by a variety of reference books 
specific to a country.  The original vocabulary of Heraldry, which was developed by the 
early heralds, achieves brevity by which a single word might indicate the position, 
posture and attitude of the various elements contained in a Blazon of Arms.  The use of 
this vocabulary offers the most reliable and accurate description.  For a more detailed 
explanation of the Heraldic Insignia please refer to the next section. 
 
 “Azure, on a terrace vert, a garb or, in chief three mullets or.” 

Excerpt from the Beaudreault (France) Family Name History   
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 Heraldry and the Blazon of Arms and Crest 
 

     Heraldry in its broad meaning had to do with the functions of a herald whose duty 
was to announce tournaments, to carry messages from one manor to another and to 
record the various insignia borne by individuals.  Heraldry arose almost spontaneously 
in the 12th century, coinciding with the development of armor, around the time of the 
crusades.  In battle, a knight clad in armor from head to toe would barely recognize 
friend from foe.  This resulted in distinctive insignia being painted on his shield and 
embroidered on his surcoat.  It is generally accepted that these innovations led to the 
beginnings of heraldry.   
    
  The insignia thus adopted soon became jealously guarded and objects of pride.  A 
son would inherit his father’s markings and carry them into battle with pride.  After a 
battle or campaign, the knight would return to his castle and the vassal to his modest 
home and each would hang his shield or helmet on the wall.  The belongings of those 
who perished in battle were brought back by a friend, and the scene was repeated in 
every humble cottage and magnificent abode.  Heraldry, as we know it, had come into 
being. 
 
     The colorful medieval tournaments, which were held both for entertainment and to 
give practice in the use of the lance, provided a great stimulus to the development of 
heraldry.  A Marshal and Constable supervised the armorial decorations at these 
tournaments and in this we find the origins of the College of Arms.  This also resulted 
in heraldry becoming an organized and scientific art. 
    
  The decline of jousting in the 16th century and the introduction of gunpowder did 
away with armor but did not lead to a decline in the importance of heraldry.  Arms 
were displayed on seals and this was useful because many of the nobility and common 
man were illiterate.  Arms in stone and on stained glass, silver and elsewhere have 
provided countless clues for historians in dating and identifying buildings and objects. 
    
  As heraldry flourished and became regulated it was necessary to have a language 
whereby a herald could accurately describe arms and that other heralds understood the 
descriptions.  The language used was Norman French. 
 
     Heraldry, therefore, is first a system of personal devices (i.e. symbols on the shield) 
appertaining to an individual and continuing, with certain restrictions, for his 
descendants.  It is a hereditary distinction.  It is also an art.  
     
 Armorial bearings are commonly called a Coat of Arms but, heraldically speaking, 
this term refers only to the insignia borne on the shield.  The full display of all the 
insignia to which the armiger (legal bearer of arms) is entitled personally or by 
inheritance is an Achievement of Arms or simply an Achievement. 
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  Heraldry and the Blazon of Arms and Crest (con’t) 
 

     The Blazon of Arms and Crest described in the Family Name History and 
reproduced in a variety of artistic methods by The Historical Research Center are found 
in historically accurate armorial compendiums commonly accepted by heraldic 
scholars.  
 The Heraldic Insignia associated with products of The Historical Research Center 
comply with “The Law of Arms”- responsible bodies: The Chief Herald, Ireland, The 
Officer in Waiting (College of Arms) London and The Lord Lyon King of Arms, 
Scotland and Other Heraldic Colleges.  Heraldic Insignia has been granted to a person 
with the same family name or a variant.  In countries where Laws of Heraldry are 
enforced, display of Heraldic Insignia in public may not be permitted except by certain 
proven descendants of the original bearers. 
 

       
                   Background 
 
The work of Historical Research Center (“HRC”) began over 25 years ago with a project 
to research the history of Family Names from around the world. Today our 
Headquarters in Florida supports licensees located in the USA and many other 
countries. Many dealers have multiple sales locations. But even so our products remain 
as an exclusive business that is nowhere near saturated.  We like to say that we have 
only “scratched the surface” of available sales potential.   
 
Our Family Name Histories are individually researched from documented sources. 
All research is original and every scrap of historical data can be proved as authentic by 
producing the source references. 
 
The Melting Pot of the world has always been the United States; however the last 
twenty years have seen people develop a completely different attitude about who they 
are. Instead of trying to hide their ancestry by sliding inconspicuously into the melting 
pot, they now display a newfound pride in their roots.  
 
People are now proud to display their ancestral nationality.  The HRC databases of 
Family Name Histories and Coats of Arms truly reflect this multi-ethnic population, 
and our histories reflect origins and data from all parts of the planet. Some names on 
our database refer to the names of countries and locations that have changed names 
over the centuries and people are truly amazed that we can find information about their 
heritage. 
 
HRC has developed a computerized graphic arts database, which has the ability to 
reproduce full color Coats of Arms, and crests in the vivid colors originally used 
hundreds of years ago. Though many people think that Coats of Arms (sometimes 
referred to as Family Crests) were only granted to nobility, HRC can actually find this 
fascinating insignia for more than ninety percent of all names submitted.  
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